
Asalamu Alaykum

As a Garden College Family we praise and thank Allah (SWT) for His

Numerous Blessings bestowed on us this Term . Whilst there is so

much happening in the world around us – we are conscious of this

and we pray that Almighty continue to keep us safe and protect us

and our families from any calamity , Ameen !

We are Blessed to have had a very exciting term giving all our

students a lot of learning experiences to consolidate their

conceptual understanding as we finish off the curriculum outcomes

across all subjects ; coupled with fun-filled excursions to the

Adelaide Botanical Gardens , the Jam Factory , Morialta Conservation

Park , & incursions (Animal Capers , Salisbury Metropolitan Fire

Services & mobile Science Education).

Our highlight of the term has been the excellent results achieved in

our 2021 NAPLAN assessment . As this was our first online Naplan

Assessment I am very pleased with our results and I sincerely

congratulate our staff and students for their exemplary efforts and

hard work .

I would like to thank all our parents for your continued support to

ensure your children have the best opportunities to succeed . I do

have one request from you and that is to please keep an eye on your

children ’s online habits , the sites they visit and the social media

platforms that they subscribe to . No good can come from young

children sitting with devices in their rooms unsupervised . As a school

we are constantly addressing this issue with both parents and our

students . Br Abdulsalam has written a beautiful piece in this edition

– please read it carefully . Ms Valiff our counsellor has been sharing

valuable tips in each of our editions . May Allah (SWT) protect our

children from the pitfalls of society and any unforeseeable harm as

they live in a Technology rich world which can have implications on

their social & emotional well-being , In Sha Allah Ameen .

Please do not forget to carefully read though our 2022 school

package (school policies , practices , procedures , expectations , re-

enrolment , bus request and uniform list) sent to you . May Almighty

grant us a very productive completion of the term over the next 5

weeks , Ameen .

Jazak Allah Khairun
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National Recycling Week 

 Year 12 Graduation

Ceremony - 19th November

Students '  Last Day - 8th

December

Parent-Teacher Interviews -

9th December

     8th - 12th November

Dr Ahdielah Edries
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Children and Sleep

In 2021 , technology is a big part of our lives , and even of our

children ’s lives . One thing that I have noticed in the children and

adolescents that I speak to , is that often , they are not sleeping

the correct number of hours for their age . They are spending a lot

of time scrolling on screens as it nears their bedtime . 

Getting enough sleep is very important for a child to be

successful in school . Children who do not get enough sleep have

difficulty concentrating , learning and remembering information . 
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Did you know? 

Many parents use screen time as a way to relax and wind down in the evening , but the

light that comes from the screen , affects the brain by making it think that it is still

daytime . Therefore , the body feels more awake and finds it harder to fall asleep when it

is time . 

So how many hours of sleep to children need? Have a look at the chart below for sleep

recommendations by age . 



So how can you help set healthy sleep routines in your children? 

1.Make getting a good amount of sleep a family priority. 
Remember that you are a role model to your child ; set a good example . Staying up all night

watching videos on your phone isn 't really sending the right message . Making sleep a priority

for yourself shows your children that it 's part of living a healthy lifestyle—like eating right and

exercising regularly .

2.Keep to a regular daily routine. 
The same waking time , meal times , nap time , and play times will help your child feel secure

and comfortable , and help with a smooth bedtime . For young children , it helps to start early

with a bedtime routine such as brush , book , bed . Make sure the sleep routines you use can

be used anywhere , so you can help your child get to sleep wherever you may be .

3.Be active during the day. 
Make sure your kids have interesting and varied activities during the day , including physical

activity and fresh air . 

4.Monitor screen time. 
It ’s a good idea to keep all screens—TVs , computers , laptops , tablets , and phones out of

children 's bedrooms , especially at night . To prevent sleep disruption , turn off all screens at

least 60 minutes/1 hour before bedtime . 

5 .Something that will help relax your child as a pre bedtime routine could be a bath/shower ,

reading with them , praying , reading Quran and tucking them in and saying goodnight to

them .

6 .Try to have the home as quiet and calm as possible when younger children are trying to fall

asleep .

Did you know?
Not having enough sleep is related to lower academic achievement in middle school , high

school and university . 

It is also related to as well as higher rates of not attending school and lateness in high

school .

Children who get enough sleep have a healthier immune system , and better school

performance , behaviour , memory , and mental health .

In sha Allah we can all help ourselves and our loved ones to create healthier habits . 

"And of His signs is your sleep by night and day and your seeking of His bounty. Indeed
in that are signs for a people who listen". The Quran

 

Miss . Rufia Valiff

School Counsellor

The ideal amount of sleep for most younger children is 10-12 hours per night and for

adolescents (13-18 year of age) is in the range of 8-10 hours per night . 

As you can see , children and teenagers need much more hours of sleep than adults to be

able to function well at school the next day

https://quran.com/30/23
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Welcome back to our final term together in

Reception . It ’s been amazing and rewarding to see

the academic and personal growth of each student

in Reception and we still have 6 weeks of learning

to go . We ’ve dived straight back into our hands on

learning . 

We ’ve started Term 4 with a visit from our local

Salisbury Metropolitan Fire Service crew . First

students had a talk about fire safety and what to do

in case of an emergency . They learnt the

emergency number 000 and all of them had a go

at blasting water from their fire hose .

Keep up with all the homework tasks . There are a

lot of students who are close to learning all their

tricky words . Thank you all for your efforts with

logging each reader and practising their spelling

words . 
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I can’t believe another academic year has flown by and we are already halfway through the term 4.

We have been busy during the first two weeks of the term; students have been refreshing their

knowledge about the surahs that we went through in the previous 3 terms. They also recalled the

Islamic guidelines about the importance of learning the Quran.

Students are busy and enthusiastic to complete learning their required surah for the term and

prepare for the Exam in week seven. We are lucky to have sheikh Haisam in Quranic and Arabic for

upper primary, to support students in all their learning. Students also excited to listen to the

explanation of the surahs and the stories behind them.

I am pleased to mention that our Hifz (Quran Memorisation) program is running very smoothly.

Students are engaging and improving, may Allah SWT make easy for them to memorise the entire

Quran In Sha Allah, Ameen.

Finally, I urge our respected parents to please spare some time and discuss with your children about

the things that they learnt in the school and encourage them to revise their lessons.

May Allah SWT give you immense rewards and grant beneficial knowledge to our children Ameen.

Br. Yusuf Husein

Quranic Study Teacher.

QURANIC QURANIC QURANIC STUDIESSTUDIESSTUDIES

Volume 6, Book 61, Number 545:Narrated 'Uthman: The Prophet said, "The best among

you (Muslims) are those who learn the Qur'an and teach it." 

Volume 6, Book 61, Number 546: Narrated Uthman bin Affan: The Prophet said,

"The most superior among you (Muslims) are those who learn the Qur'an and

teach it."

Hadith about understanding Quran

Source: SAHIH BUKHARI
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For Literacy , Year 2 students are learning text

structures and language features of persuasive

texts . Most of the students are progressing very well

in their reading and will be working more on

answering literal and inferential questions in

reading comprehension and accurately answer

them with correct grammatical structures .

In Maths , students have learnt the topic of money

for the past two weeks . They enjoyed learning with

the play money and team games on money . Most of

them have grasped the concept well and we are

moving on to data and chance . 

In Science , physical science is the topic this term

and we will be focusing on forces . Students will

find out what they think they know about push and

pull forces in everyday objects and things in the

environment . Most of them have substantial

schema on the topic of forces so this should be a

smooth science experience .

For HASS , in learning about the connections of

people in Australia to other people and places in

Australia and across the world , we have looked at

the connections of Aboriginal and the Torres

Strait Islander Peoples to the land/country . Their

splendid works are displayed outside our

classroom for all to see .  

With all things planned and in beautiful progress ,

this should help make this term simply

sensational ! Just don ’t forget those hats at recess ,

lunch and keep yourselves well hydrated every

day especially in rising temperatures !



The Year 2 students participated in an incursion by Animal Capers , where they had the 

 opportunity to have a close encounter with different types of animals . They experienced a

unique and intimate interaction with animals such as reptiles , birds , mammals and

amphibians . They learnt about the animals ’ features , habits , diet , where they come from

and their natural habitat . They had such a wonderful and memorable time .
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This is a busy , exciting , and eventful term and we will be

consolidating and reviewing a lot of learning that has

happened during the year . 

Literacy:
We are focusing on procedure writing during Writing lessons

this term . Students are also working on independent reading

skills and activities . We will also revise and strengthen other

areas of literacy such as spelling , grammar , comprehension ,

and presentation skills .

Numeracy:
The focal point of our numeracy lessons this term is problem

solving . The main topics we will cover are shapes , chance , 

 probability and data and students will have an opportunity

to apply their learning from this and previous terms during

structured problem-solving lessons .

Design and Technology:
We are excited to have the opportunity of learning design and

technology this term . Students will learn about STEM and

how knowledge is applied in the real world . We have some

fun projects lined up which includes a simple electrical

circuit . We have integrated this learning area with the Art

week artwork . Our class has selected the artist Michelle

Stitzlein and we will try to recreate one of her bottle cap

artworks .

Digital Technologies:
Students are learning to conduct an online inquiry this term .

They will learn to find useful and accurate information online

through a five-step process . This topic has been integrated

with recycling week inquiry that our class is conducting

about ‘book swap initiative ’ . 

Kindly note that we have a ‘no hat , no play ’ policy and

students are required to wear school hats for play during this

term . I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all

the families that continue to support children at home in

their learning . 

You are welcome to message me on ClassDojo or email me if

you have any questions or concerns . 

YEAR 3AYEAR 3AYEAR 3A
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Alhamdulillah , we have started the final

term of the academic year . It is going to be

a challenging and exciting term for our

students at various levels . Everyone is

looking to achieve the best and aiming for 

 successful completion of their respective

years .

Being a Quranic and Islamic Studies

teacher , I believe students need to

strengthen their spirituality in order to

increase their self-esteem in a world where

the likes , comments and followers are often

seen as the social currency for popularity ,

confidence and self-worth . 

While young people live out much of their

social lives online , there are certain

elements of this world that can have a

negative impact on the social and

emotional wellbeing of young people ,

particularly if that person ’s self-esteem is

already fragile . Many of the challenges

faced by young people previously are now

magnified and felt more deeply when

played out online . We need to give young

people the confidence , skills and prospect .

Through these subjects , we help them

reconnect themselves with their Creator

and remind them of the purpose of life . So

we try that the students not only learn how

to read the Quran and memorise , rather

they learn how to live the Quran in their day

to day lives .

SECONDARYSECONDARYSECONDARY
QURANICQURANICQURANIC
STUDIESSTUDIESSTUDIES

This term , our focus in high school is for

students to continue with their reading ,

recitation , Tajweed and understanding of the

Surahs they are learning . 

In Islamic Studies lessons , the students across

high school focus on Akhlaq and dealings in

addition to ways of improving Taqwaa and

understanding the importance of Islamic

brotherhood .

The Year 7 students are learning about the

Janazah (funeral) Prayer , taqwaa , being good

to relatives , using the tongue correctly ,

leniency in worship and the Prophet ’s

kindness etc .

The Year 9 and 10 students are learning about

the Akhlaaq based on the stories i .e . The

hadith about the people of the cave , the girl

and the diluted milk , the rights of Islamic

brotherhood , features distinguishing Islam in

various aspects of life etc .

Finally , I want to congratulate the Year 12

students for the completion of the most

challenging year of their schooling life . It has

been a challenging year for them . I pray that

they do well in their exams and achieve

pleasing results . 

We ask the Almighty Allah to help our

students and grant them beneficial

knowledge and grant them success . Ameen !

Abdul Salam Alim

Quranic & Islamic studies teacher

High School
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Year 10 Mathematics
The current Year 10 students are looking

forward to their two years of SACE . They

have chosen their stage 1 subjects for next

year . They are working well in Mathematics

and preparing for next year . As a whole

class the Year 10 students are currently

working on the topic of probability and

chance and finding it very interesting . We

started the chapter with an engaging and

fun game of chances where players were

eliminated until the last round when only

two are left and played to announce the

winner . Attached are some clips from the

game .

The students who chose to study

Mathematical Methods next year are given a

head start by studying extra topics in

preparation them for next year .

 

Curriculum
I am delighted to inform parents that our

school ’s and students ’ NAPLAN results were

excellent displaying the huge

improvements and growth . At Garden

College , we also run the PAT-R Literacy and

Numeracy tests to ensure that our students

are on and above the national average and

as indicators to help us with continuously

improving our teaching and learning

approaches .

Mrs Aziza Khelil

Secondary curriculum coordinator

Mathematics teacher

We fast approaching the end of the 2021

school year . It has been a busy year with

only a few more weeks to go . We officially

said our goodbye to our Year 12 students

last Friday . This was a special group to me ;

I was their homeroom teacher for three

years in high school . It was a mix of sad

and happy feelings ; sad to say goodbye to

the students whom we knew since their

Primary years and happy to see them

finishing one chapter of their educational

lives .

We wish them the very best with their

external exams in weeks 4 and 5 . 

Thank you to the parents who were our

partners in their children ’s education over

the years . May Allah reward you for it .

Our Year 7 – 10 students continue to strive

to do their best and finish the year

successfully . 
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Learning is well underway in science across 7

-10 at DP Campus . It ’s beautiful having all our

students back with a positive mindset towards

their learning .The finish line is almost creeping

up on us , students are slowly starting to submit

assessments . Please work with us to enable

them to reach their full potential .

The Year 9 ’s are helping save the Northern

Hemisphere of Earth from Apophis striking , I

think you will be surprised with their UN

Reports explaining how they will help save our

fellow humans ! 

Our awesome Year 8 ’s are understanding how

the law of conservation of mass works by

applying it to everyday scenarios . 

Year 10 ’s are focussing on Earth and Space

sciences , they are currently anticipating results

regarding whether sunlight has a factor on how

plants decompose naturally . 

It ’s been fantastic seeing the Year 7 ’s

participate in critical discussions about our

energy sources and how we as humans can

become more sustainable citizens .

As well as sweat , joy and tears , I can ’t wait to

see what the closing of 2021 brings for our

students social and academic development . I

know it wasn ’t easy , but we can all agree that

‘verily with every hardship comes ease ’ (94 .6).

May Allah SWT , guide us all to a fruitful ,

harmonious and successful Term together In

Sha Allah .

Regards , 

Miss Bahwach

Science Teacher 

Well-Being Coordinator / Daily Organiser 
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Ghandi once said “There are no goodbyes

for us , wherever you are you will always

be in my heart”.

It was true when he said it , and it is true

now . Last week we said our official

goodbye to our Year 12 seniors . It was a

day of celebration and a little bit of

sadness as we watched the students who

we ’ve known for many years finally come

to the end of their time as students at

Garden College .

We came together as one and shared a

meal while we reminisced over the good

times (and sometimes not so good times).

The Dr and staff gave some heartfelt

speeches that left the students feeling

inspired and motivated as they end this

chapter of their lives and move onto the

next one . I will leave our seniors with this

final quote from an author now they ’re

finishing up .

“Now you are educated . Your certification

is in your degree . You may think of it as

the ticket to the good life . Let me ask you

to think of an alternative . Think of it as

your ticket to change the world .” And I

hope as they go through the years and

make changes in the world , they will

reflect on the times that we ’ve shared .

Some have spent the entirety of their

teenage life at GC , and I hope that they

will remember the times fondly as I will in

the years to come .

Now that the Year 12 ’s have officially left

the building , a new chapter dawns on us

with the rise of our new seniors , the

current year 10 ’s . As they begin the start of

their SACE journey , we can only wonder

what amazing things they ’ll accomplish

over the years . As the Year 10 home group

teacher , I have gotten to know them quite

well this year and I know that they ’re a

fantastic bunch of kids who have limitless

potential . It will be an exciting time ahead

to see what they accomplish and achieve .

That ’s it from me , I hope everyone has a

safe and productive Oct/Nov/Dec and I

wish our year 12 ’s the best of luck in their

upcoming exams .

Mr Davos

SACE Coordinator / Behaviour Coordinator
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The year 4 class have settled in right away and

have been busy learning lots of new things .

To celebrate Art Week , we have been learning

about Salvador Dali and recreating his piece of

artwork called ‘The Elephant ’ . Students have

done an amazing job recreating the artwork . 

In Design and Technology and Science we have

been looking at materials and forces . We recently

studied some of our favourite toys . We looked at

the various materials they are made from , and

how they operate with pull and pull forces . 

In Maths we have been learning about various

lines and symmetry . We have been exploring our

school yard to see all the different lines we can

observe . 

In English we have been studying persuasive

writing , students are coming up with convincing

arguments and currently studying the structure

of a persuasive text . 

We hope to share more of our work with you

soon ! 
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I hope everyone in the Garden College

community is safe and enjoying our

transition into the warmer months ! 

Our Year 6 's are busy mentally and

physically preparing themselves to leave

primary school behind and begin their

transition into high schoolers . They are

soaking up each day and making the most

of their final few weeks as seniors of the

primary campus . 

Term 4 has us learning about many subject

areas : angles , shape transitions , persuasive

texts , Human Rights , biological

adaptations , and a theme park design in

Design & Technology !

The classes are also busy preparing for kids-

teaching-kids day later in the term , where we

will share our knowledge about how to prevent

marine pollution ! 

Graduation and end-of-year excursion forms will

be sent home shortly so keep an eye out for

them .
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All praises and thanks be to Allah Who bestowed

His immense blessings upon us and gave my

students and myself the opportunity to reflect

upon His creation. 

Alhamdulillah AIQC results are here and I’m proud

to announce the names of my three students

scoring on a national level. 

As usual Reception to Year 6 is learning various

topics and enjoying different activities.

As you can see my lovely Receptions enjoy their

outdoor lesson differentiating the different things

Allah made and humans made. They also gave 

 thought about how reflecting upon Allah’s

Creation has been making our life easy and

comfortable. I hope these activities will help my

students to strengthen their foundation of

connecting themselves with the Creators creation

around them and being grateful for being a

Muslim.

ISLAMIC ISLAMIC ISLAMIC STUDIESSTUDIESSTUDIES

Our Primary school graduates Year 6’s had an

incursion which was successful as students were

given the opportunity to understand Islam

practically through obstacle challenges and

connect it intellectually with Islam as a perfect

religion. Thank you to all my grade 6 parents for

your support.

I kindly request all Reception to Year 6 parents to check and follow the term 4 overviews on Google

Classroom/Class DoJo and help your children accordingly to complete their assigned tasks. 
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Pillars of Islam

Seerah of Prophet Muhammad

(Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam)

Qur'an

Articles of Faith

Hadith

Lives of the Sahaba

Islamic History

Prophets of Islam

Islamic Months and, 

the Muslim World.

The Quiz Competition is run by an

independent organisation – Azkha

Resources Pty Ltd and is an excellent

means to gauge students'

knowledge and understanding of

Islam in the following assessment

areas:

CLICK TO WATCH AIQC RESULTS ANNOUNCEMENT VIDEO

https://youtu.be/p1VcUnIG2dA
https://youtu.be/p1VcUnIG2dA
https://youtu.be/p1VcUnIG2dA
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What a year it has been ! We are in our

final term here at the Davoren Park

campus and it has been a great year full

of excitement , learning and huge

amounts of progress made by our EAL

students . The EAL support that we have

been running ranges from people who

need extra support , to students who are

on the cusp of moving to the next level .

The weekly testing that I have

conducted all year has shown so many

improvements that I can genuinely say I

am proud of each and everyone of my

EAL students .

A special shout out needs to go to my

Year 12 EAL class . I ’ve had them over the

years in various English and EAL lessons

and it is with a heavy heart that I say

farewell to them . They are all fantastic

human beings and I wish them nothing

but the best of things to come in the

future . I hope they take the time that

they have left before their EAL exam

and study their hearts out . As our

religion says , the most complete gift of

God is a life based on knowledge and I

hope that they take that message to

heart as they move forward into the

future .

The other year levels have been working

on a variety of different exercises and

tests . The Year 8 ’s and 9 ’s have been

working on a poetry unit which would

usually bring moans and groans , but as

they slowly get a grasp of the different

concepts and the magic behind poetry ,

they are starting to understand the

beauty and richness that is found in

such texts .

Our Year 7 ’s have been hard at work

learning about different procedural text

types and structures they are also

catching up with their grammar and

spelling . We are using the Macqlit

learning tool to help them get to where

they need to be . The results from

January to now have shown nothing but

huge leaps of improvement across the

board . I ’m so proud of all them and

can ’t wait to see them grow and

blossom over the coming months . 

That ’s all from me and the EAL program .

I wish you all a safe and happy term and

if you have any questions about our EAL

support or Special Needs program , feel

free to contact myself at the school and

I ’ll make myself available .

Miss Yasmin Ismail

High school EAL , Learning Support and

Special Needs Teacher
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FINALE VIDEO

https://youtu.be/v5iEhF7-Lko
https://youtu.be/v5iEhF7-Lko








Keep Updated 
Subscribe to our YouTube channel and

like our FaceBook page

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAu8b2_z9H197nrdrwU7EtQ
https://www.facebook.com/gardencollege

